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Whitepaper

Executive Summary
The Mojo C-130 tri-radio access point provides the best user experience in environments with strong dynamic interference.  Mojo 
labs performed an access point benchmark test to evaluate how the best competitive solutions handle strong non-WiFi and WiFi 
interference in their environment and how interference impacts user experience.  

The Mojo C-130 was the only access point to avoid interference 100% of the time, both on boot up and when we introduced 
interference  on the operating channel. All other solutions failed to either avoid a channel with a constant interference source that 
made the channel unusable, or failed to change channels when the channel utilization got so high that it severely impacted the 
user experience. 

This chart shows the overall user experience of each of the three test runs for each AP vendor. Only the Mojo C-130 achieved a perfect 
score (5 out of 5 for each run). 

Figure 1: Quality Score of Video Conference Calls after Introduction of Interference

In addition to being the best at avoiding interference, Mojo C-130 also impacted the users the least when it had to change channels. 
Clients on the C-130 were able to fully resume perfect video conferencing on a new channel within 9 seconds of WiFi interference 
being introduced on the old channel. That was 211% faster than the nearest competitor and over 2100% faster than the slowest which 
was still better than the solutions that didn’t change channels at all.

Overview
Enterprise networks use persistent wireless scanning of all WiFi channels to monitor security threats for WIPS protection and RF 
characteristics for Radio Resource Management (RRM).  For more information on WIPS and wireless channel scanning read this 
benchmark report.

RRM gathers information about an AP RF environment to detect and mitigate problems or to optimize performance. Some of the 
channel utilization information it may collect is:
• Number of nearby access points
• Neighboring AP power level
• Number of clients on the AP
• Interference on a channel

This benchmark focused on the ability of the AP and its RRM solution to detect and avoid harmful interference and the impact on user 
experience.

http://www.mojonetworks.com/resource-pdfs/503/c-130-competitive-test-report-performance-and-wips.pdf
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Interference
Access Point performance can be severely affected by interference from both WiFi and non-WiFi sources. Access points in 
high-density deployments are particularly vulnerable to co-channel interference, that is, high channel utilization from nearby APs 
using the same channel. Sources of non-WiFi interference in the enterprise include Bluetooth devices, microwave ovens, cordless 
phones, wireless mice, wireless cameras and wireless audio headsets. 

The degree to which interference affects an AP’s WiFi performance depends on the interference signal strength and the channel 
utilization percentage it occupies. If the interference signal strength at the AP is very low it will have little or no impact. Similarly, if the 
interference source is sporadic, the user experience will be marginally affected.

Time to Move
When interference is significant enough to harm user experience, it is critical to detect it and take corrective action as quickly as 
possible to minimize its effects. Equally important is the APs ability to select an interference-free channel to move to.

What is most important is that the WiFi users on an AP be inconvenienced as little as possible by interference.  The AP/RRM solution 
must perform the following quickly and reliably to minimize disruption to client activities:
1. Detect harmful interference
2. Select a clean channel to move to
3. Change active channel to the new, clean channel

Following are the details of the benchmark test Mojo Labs conducted to evaluate how well the leading AP/RRM solutions performed. 

Benchmark Test: AP/RRM Interference Detection 
Introduction
Mojo Networks recently conducted a benchmark test to evaluate how well access point solutions detected WiFi and non- WiFi 
interference and their impact on user experience.  

Test Setup
The test introduced strong WiFi interference on the operating channel while clients received high quality streaming video or were in 
a Skype video conference call. The WiFi interference added ~50% RF utilization to the ~25% used by the video conferencing clients. 
Once introduced, video conferencing was still running but unusable.

We evaluated each access point on how quickly good user experience was restored once the operating channel was disrupted. We 
ran the test three times for each solution.
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The test bed consisted of:
• AP Under Test (APUT)
• 8 PC Clients used for Skype video conference calls on the 5GHz band
• 4 PC Clients receiving multicast video on the 2.4GHz band but not used in interference testing
• 1 non-WiFi interference source - fixed frequency interferer with channel 149
• 1 WiFi interferer (AP / Client pair) - set to APUT operating frequency

The non-WiFi interference signal strength was -65dBm (between -62dBm to -68dBm) at the APUT and it occupied a significant 
portion of the channel bandwidth.

Figure 2: Non-WiFi Interference on Channel 149 - Channel Utilization

Figure 3: Non-WiFi Interference on Channel 149 - Signal Strength

Before starting the test, and throughout the test, we verified that all 5GHz channels configured for use were clear of traffic and 
interference. The non-WiFi interferer (channel 149) was then powered on and kept running throughout the test. The APUT was then 
powered on, the clients connected, and the applications started. After confirming the applications were running smoothly with 
no errors, high channel utilization WiFi interference from a neighboring AP/client was introduced on the same 5GHz operating 
channel as the APUT. The test was run for three times for each APUT.  Details of the procedure and configuration can be found in 
the appendices.  
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Evaluation Criteria
In this benchmark we evaluated the following aspects of AP/RRM interference avoidance to determine the impact to users: 
• Did the APUT avoid channel 149 on boot up
• Did the APUT move to a clean channel after WiFi interference was introduced on the operating channel
• Did the APUT avoid channel 149 when it changed channels after WiFi interference was introduced
• How long did it take for the clients to resume video conferencing once WiFi interference was introduced. To pass, client

connectivity must resume within 5 minutes.
• What was the quality of user experience in for each test run

Results
Interference Detection and Avoidance
It is important that the AP/RRM solution be able to accurately detect both Wi-Fi and non-WiFi interference when picking a channel to 
use for client service. Picking a channel poorly results in poor user experience. The bar for selecting a clean channel was set very low. 
The APs had nine 5GHz channels to choose from.  One of the nine channels (149) was occupied with non-WiFi interference. The other 
eight 5GHz channels were clean and available for unaffected use. Without interference detection, each AP had an 8 out of 9 chance 
of selecting a clean channel on boot. During the test, APs had a 7 out of 9 chance of selecting a clean channel.

Mojo C-130
The Mojo C-130 was the only AP to successfully avoid interference 
100% of the time.

Aruba AP-335
In one of the test runs, the Aruba AP-335 changed its operating channel 
to 149 after WiFi interference was introduced. The video conference 
sessions failed to re-establish until the AP was rebooted.

Ruckus R710
The Ruckus R710 failed to steer clear of channel 149 after WiFi 
interference was introduced. All the video conference clients lost 
connectivity. Ruckus’s ChannelFly (their RRM algorithm) had a difficult 
time settling on a channel.

AP Make / Model Interference Avoidance Success

Mojo C-130 100%

Aruba AP-335 67%

Ruckus R710 67%

Cisco 3802i 33%

Aerohive AP250 0%

Meraki MR53 0%

Figure 4: APUT Success / Failure Interference Avoidance Rate
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Cisco 3802i
Out of the three runs the Cisco 3802i only once changed 
channels to avoid the WiFi interference.

Aerohive AP250
The Aerohive AP250 failed to avoid interference in all test 
runs. On one run, the AP booted up on channel 149 and 
no clients were able to connect. In the other test runs the 
AP250 failed to change channels when WiFi interference 
was introduced.

Meraki MR53
Even though the Meraki MR53 has a third radio and 
should be able to quickly detect interference, it did not 
change channels when WiFi interference was introduced 
on any of the runs.

Client Application Recovery Time
The second aspect this benchmark test evaluated was how quickly the 5GHz clients video conference applications recovered once 
WiFi interference was introduced on the APUT’s operating channel. Once WiFi interference was introduced on the operating channel, 
the RF utilization increased to 75% and the video conference calls were unusable.

If the APUT failed to change channels due to the introduced WiFi interference within five minutes, no time was recorded.  A five 
minute threshold was selected for the following reasons:

• It is more than enough time for an AP using background scanning to scan all available 5GHz channels for a better channel
• It is sufficient time for an affected client to give up on the application

The Mojo C-130 outperformed all competitors with its clients recovering video conferencing in as little as nine seconds.  Mojo clients 
recovered 211% faster than its nearest competitor, the Aruba AP-335, and over 2000% faster than the Cisco 3802i. The Aerohive and 
Meraki APs failed to change the channel to improve their clients’ experience.

Pass
Access point avoids WiFi interference by changing to a clean channel within 5 minutes after WiFi interference is 
introduced. 

Fail Access point does not change to a clean channel within 5 minutes after WiFi interference is introduced

Restoration time The minimum time to restored video conferencing after WiFi interference was introduced.

Table 1: shows the criteria used to declare an access point ‘Pass’ or ‘Fail’ and to calculate Restoration Time.
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Quality of Experience
The last component this benchmark test evaluated was the quality of user experience of the video conferencing on the 5GHz 
band. Video conferencing is the most challenging application to maintain under interference because it is a bi-directional real-time 
application that  requires both high data rates and low latencies. 

Although not part of the test or evaluation criteria, some test runs were run longer to see if the AP would eventually change channels. 
On one such run the Cisco 3802i did change to a clear channel after 19 minutes of WiFi interference on its operating channel. On 
another, the Meraki MR53 still had not changed channels after 30 minutes. 

AP Make / Model Pass / Fail Restoration time

Mojo C-130 Pass 9

Aruba AP-335 Pass 28

Ruckus R710 Pass 68

Cisco 3802i Pass 201

Aerohive AP250 Fail -

Meraki MR53 Fail -

Table 2: Minimum Time to Video Conference Recovery Once WiFi Interference Introduced

Figure 5: Quality Score of Video Conference Calls after Introduction of Interference

Quality Score Quality Score Index

5 Excellent - No audio or visual artifacts

4 Satisfactory - Occasional pixelation, stuttering or momentary freezing

3 Annoying - Regular pixelation, stuttering OR momentary freezing

2 Unusable - Regular pixelation, stuttering AND momentary freezing

1 Unusable - Video stops playing for two seconds or more

0 No video - stops playing completely
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Appendix A - Access Points Under Test

AP Make Mojo Aerohive Meraki Cisco Ruckus Aruba

Model Tested C-130 AP250 MR53 3800 R710 AP-335

WiFi Chipset QCA9994 BCM43525 - Marvell 88W8964 QCA9990 QCA9994

802.11 Version 11ac W2 11ac W2 11ac W2 11ac W2 11ac W2 11ac W2

MIMO Streams 4x4:4 3x3:3 4x4:3 4x4:3 4x4:4 4x4:4

SW Version Tested 8.2.0.310 7.0r2 Build 131568 9/13/2016 8.2.130.0 9.12.1.0 Build 148 6.5.1.1

In this benchmark, Quality of Experience was correlated directly to the AP’s channel selection. 

In all test runs where the APUT selected channel 149 (fixed, non-WiFi interference) for its operating channel either on boot or after it 
changed channels due to WiFi interference, clients were not able to establish a stable video conference call, if they could connect at 
all. These test runs received a quality score of zero.

In test runs where the APUT failed to change channels when WiFi interference was introduced, the user experience suffered greatly 
yielding a quality score of 2 or 3.

If the APUT changed channels when WiFi interference was introduced and avoided channel 149, the video conference sessions were 
perfect and received a quality score of 5.

The Mojo C-130 was the only access point to avoid both WiFi and non-WiFi interference and maintain excellent video quality (score 5) 
in each of the three test runs. 

No other access point scored even a 4 on average, i.e., all access points except for the C-130 experienced at least some degree of 
regular pixelation, stuttering and freezing of video. The Aerohive AP250 was the worst (average score 1.3); it failed to recover from 
interference and its clients experienced significant loss of video. The Meraki M53 repeated its poor performance (average score 2); it 
was clearly unable to leverage its third radio to combat interference. 

Note: Four PC clients received multicast video on the 2.4 GHz band for the duration of the interference testing on 5GHz. This was done to 
ensure that 5Ghz channel evaluation was not aided by an unoccupied 2.4 GHz radio. Even though quality of experience of the 2.4 GHz band 
was not part of the test, it is interesting to note that the Meraki MR53 struggled to provide a decent user experience with only four clients. All 
other AP solutions had excellent video. 

Conclusion
This benchmark test evaluated the ability of leading solutions to provide high quality user experience in when sources of disruptive 
interference exist and appear in the environment.  In this test, the Mojo C-130 was the only access point that consistently avoided 
interference both on boot and when interference appeared on its operating channel.  

Not only was the C-130 the best at navigating around interference to select clean channels, it also was the fastest minimizing user 
disruption when it changed channels to continue to provide a high quality user experience.  

If you have questions about these tests, or anything else related to Mojo Networks, please feel free to reach us at 
info@mojonetworks.com or call us at +1 (877) 930-6394.
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Appendix B – Access Point Configuration Parameters 

Performance Parameters Setting Notes

Power POE+ All Fully powered

Channels
36, 40, 44, 48, 149, 153, 157, 161 and 165 
available

The same channels were used after verified clean

Channel Width 20 / 20 MHz 20MHz @ 2.4 GHz, 20 MHz @ 5GHz

AP Mode Bridge

A-MPDU Enabled

A-MSDU Enabled

MU-MIMO Enabled

Short Guard Interval Enabled

MCS Rates 0-9

Tx Power Max

Security PSK/AES

Rate Limiting Default

QoS Rules Default

WMM Enabled

App Visibility and Control Disabled

Scan Parameters Setting Notes

Scan Background Scanning Enabled NA for C-120 and MR53

Channels Scanned All

Scan Interval Default Aerohive changed from 20 to 1 minute

Dynamic Frequency Selection Disabled

Voice Aware Disabled

Video Aware Disabled

Power Save Client Aware Disabled
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Appendix C – Test Procedure

1. Power on non-WiFi interference (Eachine TS832 Boscam FPV 5.8G 32CH 600mW 7.4-16V Wireless AV Transmitter).
2. Configure non-WiFi interferer to operate on channel 149.
3. Enable Dynamic Channel Selection (DCS) on the 5GHz/20MHz radio for all APs under test (APUT).
4. Configure the 2.4GHz band to channel 1/20MHz and configure the 5GHz band to DCS.
5. Enable access on both bands.
6. Ensure that no other APs in the area are using the channels being used for testing.
7. Power up APUT.
8. Associate 4 Acer F15 clients to the 2.4GHz band and 8 Acer F15 clients to the 5GHz band.
9. Start Skype video conference calls on all 8 clients (for 4 bi-directional video calls).
10. Start VLC multicast video streaming on the 4 clients using 2.4GHz.
11. Observe/record video streaming and video conference quality.
12. Configure 3rd party AP to operate on same 5GHz channel as AP under test.
13. Associate 1 MacBook Air to 3rd party AP (i.e. Aruba IAP-225).
14. Start Iperf on MacBook Air (i.e. WiFi interference) and start timer.
15. Observe and record quality of video streaming and video conferencing.
16. Observe and record if AP under test changes its 5GHz operating channel.
17. Observe and record the time taken for the quality of video conferencing to improve after channel change.
18. Repeat steps 7 - 17 a total of three times for each AP under test.

Appendix D  – Test Configuration
Wireless testing is challenging because there are many variables that are difficult to control, account for, or work around. If something 
changes during a test or between test runs, it can change the result and the reproducibility of the test.

Mojo strives to produce fair and reproducible results. We know our products are as good or better than the best of the competition 
and are not afraid of a fair comparison. For each test, we configure each AP system in accordance with the manufacturer’s published, 
recommended best practices, and at the beginning of the test, we upgrade the AP to the most current version of AP code available.
This summary provides an overview of the test results. The details of each individual test including AP system configurations, and test 
methodology will be shared in detailed test reports.

All tests were conducted in Mojo Network’s performance test lab by Senior Technical Marketing Engineer Robert Ferruolo. 
The access points were tuned for optimal RRM performance. The only significant changes made to their default settings were:
• Features that interrupt scans and / or prevent access points from taking immediate action against interference - for example, real-

time application deferrals of channel change – were disabled
• The scan interval of the Aerohive access point was reduced from 20 minutes to 1 minute so it would detect interference quickly

See Appendix A for detailed access point parameters and configuration. 

Mojo Networks Performance Test Lab
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Appendix E - Client Configuration

Appendix F - Interference Sources 
The first test was conducted by setting up a strong (-65dBm) non-WiFi interferer on 
channel 149 to see if the AP would avoid this channel on boot up. After the AP selected 
an operating channel, clients were associated to SSIDs on both the 2.4GHz and 5GHz 
bands and real-time applications were started. WiFi interference was then introduced 
on the operating 5GHz channel of the access point.

Radio Band Application Packet Direction Number of clients Client Models 802.11 Capabilities

2.4 GHz
VLC Multicast 
Streaming

Downstream 4
Acer F15 802.11ac 1x1

5 GHz
Skype Video 
Conferencing

Bi-directional 8

Type of Interference Source Device Channel (5GHz band)

WiFi

Aruba Access Point 
IAP-225 w/ MacBook Pro 
running iperf to Ethernet  
server

Same as access point 
under test

Non-WiFi
Eachine TS832 Boscam 
Wireless AV Transmitter

149
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